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Remember, you represent the FABA organization and it
is through your conduct that others will judge it.
In just two months we will be having our annual
Welcome to the
conference in Ocala. I know the majority of our
President’s Corner
organization’s members will be attending. Newer
members, attend so you will be inspired to higher levels.
This month I am asking the question:
Older, seasoned members, encourage our younger
“What are you doing to further
members to attend as well as their parents.
the mission of the Florida Artist
If you see a new face at our meetings please extend a
Blacksmith Association?”
hand of welcome and encourage them and their family to
We need to do more to further FABA’s mission in our participate.
Think Safe and be Safe,
large state. It all depends on the individual member.
Long-term members, you know what I’m talking about.
John Boy Watson
Newer members, you may not realize the important part
you play in fulfilling our mission. Your active
Ballot
participation will make the difference.
Your active participation in our mission begins when Treasurer:
you work to improve your skills and the skills of others in
the organization. Attend monthly regional meetings and
Newsletter Editor: Jennifer Jhon
do what you can to take part and improve your skills. This
would include watching the demonstration, taking notes
Program Chairperson: Sylvia Andrassy
as needed, and following up by doing and duplicating
Northeast Trustee: Doug Hayes
what was demonstrated. Demonstrate the making of a
particular item, assuring enough detail is provided for
Southeast Trustee: Ralph Nettles
others to duplicate it or take the item to another level.
Don’t wait till you’re perfect to demonstrate.
Please use one of the following methods to vote:
Demonstration is part of the process.
Reach out. YouTube has and is being used by a good #1. Email your completed ballot to Tia Kitchen at
secretary@blacksmithing.org
number of our members to educate others. Classes, both
individual and group, are conducted by members
#2. Return this ballot to:
throughout the state. Inspirational demonstrations are
Tia Kitchen
conducted at living history sites, fairs, and other venues to PO Box 542414
spur interest and show what is available.
Greenacres, FL 33454
Lastly, I suggest you become part of a small group of
#3. Members will also be receiving an E-Ballot that you
blacksmiths, with a number between two and five, to
can respond to directly.
support each other and work on skill development
together. This is in no way a definitive list, so let your
Deadline is September 15!
methods take you where they can.
As you improve, tell people in your community about Vote in the way that is most convenient to you,
FABA. Invite individuals to our meetings to get inspired. BUT VOTE.
Invite neighbors and friends to see what you do. Suggest
Tia Kitchen
that individuals join this wonderful organization.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Secretary

What are you making to donate to the Auction this year?

George Artis – SW FABA Member Dies AUCTION & GALLERY REMINDER
George L. Artis, a long-time Florida resident who lived
near Sarasota, died at home on Feb 22, 2018. George
was 87 years old. Survived by his wife of 67 years,
Margery, and his daughter Karen. Born in Detroit
Michigan on October 11, George was a self employed
resort golf course owner in Canada and a property
manager, contractor and real estate agent in Florida.
George was active with the SW Florida blacksmiths.
He also was involved with the Florida tool collectors,
and the Venice camera club.
One of George’s
demonstrations was how to “derust” old tools. On May 25,
2005 he showed a very basic
concept of using a “battery
charger” and an “electrolyte”
(Arm & Hammer Washing
Soda) to de-rust tools.
George was always
interested in the demonstrations
during the local meetings. He had a
forge/anvil setup in his yard and
liked to create things.

Jerry Wolfe
(George was remembered at the July meeting of
the SW Region and his anvil was put back to work
at the family’s request.)

The SATURDAY EVENING
Fine Metal Art Live & Silent
Auction is a prime fundraising
event for the Florida Artist
Blacksmith Association.
Whether you’re a novice or an
experienced smith, we ask each
of you to consider donating at
least one piece of your work to the auction. Big, small,
simple, elaborate–we need it all. Regional coordinators will
be assisting with collection and arranging transport of
donated items.
The FABA Conference Gallery is
our chance to show each other our
best work - kind of a Show-and-Tell
for blacksmiths. We’ll display your
fine forge work on tables in a gallery
setting.
If your artwork is freestanding or wall
mounted, please let us know details in
advance. The Gallery operates from
Friday to noon on Sunday.

Please contact us at auction@blacksmithing.org as
soon as possible regarding your submissions.

Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA)
is a not-for-profit organization chartered with the State of

Florida and is dedicated to promoting and expanding the
horizons of architectural, artistic and practical blacksmithing while preserving the rich heritage of this craft.
FABA Officers and members assume no responsibility or
liability for injuries or damage caused as a result of the
use of any information, materials, design, techniques, etc.
contained in this newsletter, our website,
http://www.blacksmithing.org, our Facebook Page or
provided at meetings or demonstrations.
Contributions to FABA are tax-deductible to the
extent provided by law. FABA publishes the Florida
Clinker Breaker monthly and FABA membership includes a
subscription. We solicit correspondence and unpaid article s
on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes. Send to:
editor@blacksmithing.org Materials submitted must be your
own work and citations of others must be clearly identified. By
submitting materials, you are allowing FABA to edit, print and
post them to FABA’s website. ABANA Chapter newsletters
may reprint non-copyrighted material, if it is credited to the
author and this newsletter. You need the publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.
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Calendar of Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. Come
to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th
except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.
Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 AM to 4 PM
and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional Coordinators:

Northeast Region
Northwest Region
Southeast Region
Southwest Region
Far West Region

Steven Estenson
John Pfund
Shaun Williams

352-516-9545
850-528-3280
954-274-4119

steven@foxwoodforge.com;
johnwpfund@aol.com
chevaliervaliant@yahoo.com

John Butler

850-304-9021

jlbutl@gmail.com

NE - Sept 1, Pioneer Art Settlement,
Barberville, pioneersettlement.org

SE - Sept 15, 10 am-2 Dark Angel
Forge, Pompano Beach,
RSVP faba.southeast@gmail.com

NW - Sept 8, Martin & Charlotte
Scheese’s, 1651 Piney Woods Rd, Monticello

SW - Sept 22, Site To Be Determined.
Watch for email.
Meetings begin
at 9 am unless
otherwise noted

TRADITIONS WORKSHOP
418 Green Acres Rd, Suite 4,
Fort Walton Beach, FL 32547

SR 189

Meetings begin
at 9 am unless
otherwise noted

Far West - Sept 29, 5TH
Saturday! Traditions
Workshop, 418 Green Acres
Rd, Suite 4, Ft. Walton Beach

MLK Jr Blvd

X
Green Acres Rd.

Fort Walton Beach
Hurlburt Rd.

SR 189

REGIONAL REPORTS

SW - July Meeting

Our July 28th meeting started with demonstrations by Jerry
Wolfe showing a couple of items learned from the
FAR WEST - July Meeting
ABANA Conference in Richmond, VA and Michael
Dillon from the Atlanta, GA area demonstrated making a
Despite the heat, we had a really
couple of sculptures as well as some smaller items.
decent turnout for July’s
A new way to make a leaf
meeting. At one point, I
intrigued
me, so we made a few
counted over 20 people and we
from a “trapezoid /
again had several new folks
parallelogram” shaped blank. If
show up and get on the forges.
you have a shear, it’s easy to
We also had a couple of
make the blanks. Start to fuller
successful first time forge welds
just past the center of the
take place, which was neat to
trapezoid (short end) and draw
watch.
out the stem; then the rest of the
leaf is easy – Use your
imagination.
Second demo was making a
The new (to us)
“skull”
head using Michael Dillon
300 pound anvil got
techniques.
Will these sell at a
some use, and worked
“boutique”?
out better than I
Plenty of food and drinks were
expected for being cast
available for the group of 12 folks. A
iron instead of cast
couple of tools, anvil and saw
steel.
exchanged hands, so it was a GOOD
meeting. As you can see by the
“sweaty shirts,” it was a HOT
David and Billy from Traditions Workshop even
demonstrated how a striker team could move a lot of metal meeting.
quickly, and the cast iron held up to the sledge blows.
Jerry Wolfe
September's meet up will be held at Traditions
Workshop, 418 Green Acres Rd., Suite 4, Ft. Walton
Beach, on the 5th SATURDAY.
David and Billy have
graciously opened their shop
to host the next event, and
we’ll be meeting over there at
9:00 am. They will be
demonstrating how to make
handles for tools along with
having open forges. Lunch will
be provided, but feel free to
bring snacks, drinks, etc.
As usual, if you have any
questions/comments, feel free to call me at 850 304 9021
or email me at jlbutl@gmail.com.

See you Saturday, Sept 29th, at 9:00 am!

John Butler

(Group

- L >R: Paul Chapman, Dennis Stiffler, Bob
Lillis, John Hargett (Phil Pauley seated) Mike Barry,
Alan McMurray, Doug Rogerson, Jeff Dalee, Daryl
Zagrocki, Bill Kleiber.)
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REGIONAL REPORTS

SE - July Meeting

Despite the heat, humidity, rain and
bugs, July was a fantastic month for
NE - August Meeting
Our meeting had a very small turnout; ten people signed the Southeast Region…LOL. Our
in. I did a demo showing cutting tools. I brought my bar monthly meeting was very well
attended with almost twenty people
shear for 1/4,-5/16,-3/8” stock. Everyone said they
present. Our very own Sarah Walker,
would like to have one!
just returned from the biennial Artist
It was very hot and we did not light a forge. There
Blacksmith Association of North
was no buck in the bucket due to the low turnout.
America (ABANA) conference in
In September, the meeting will be at Barberville.
Richmond, Virginia, was excited and
Hope to have more people turn up.
inspired to demonstrate
forge welding
Keep on banging on metal!
techniques she had the
Steve Estenson
pleasure of practicing
with the likes of Mark
NW - Meeting
Aspery and Standa
Soon I’ll be heading to
Pritkil. Sarah spent the
Blountstown for our
day working with
August NW Meeting
several people teaching
today. Our scheduled
them how to forge weld 3/8” round stock into chain links.
demonstrator had to
For our September
cancel last minute, so
15 SE Region
I’m going to get to fill
Meeting, I will be
in. I’m going to demondemonstrating how to
strate the Blacksmith Challenge Process. I love to demon- make animal figure
strate, but don’t get to very often, so I’m excited about it! heads such as ram’s
Meeting Forecast. Our North West Region Meeting in heads, bulls heads and
September will be
dragon heads using
held at the home of
forge welding and
Martin and Charlott
punching techniques.
Scheese. Martin will The meeting, will be
be leading us in a
from 10 am to 3 pm at my shop in Pompano Beach at 205
project of his
NW 16th Street, Pompano Beach, FL 33060. PLEASE
choosing and we will RSVP IF YOU PLAN TO ATTEND via email to
faba.southeast@gmail.com
also have extra
Please check out our new website created by our very
forges and anvils
own Sylvia Andrassy at www.guildfl.com for a complete
set up for Open
list of our classes and scheduled times.
Forging. So come
ready to
Shaun Williams
participate!
We’re going
to cook hamburgers on the
grill, so bring sides to go with them. As always, I’ll be
giving a raffle ticket bounty for handmade Iron in the Hat
donations, so try to make something and bring it. Last
year the hurricane really hurt attendance at this meeting,
so try to make it this year, especially if you’ve never been
to Martin’s house.

Hope to see you there!
John Pfund

Coal Fire Management by Russ Jennings

(As the Annual Meeting approaches, several newer
members have asked how they should prepare for classes.
Coal fire management is key to a successful experience.
This way works and the rest is practice.
- David Reddy, The Clinker Breaker Editor)

Last year I took a class at the Adirondack Folk School, called “forging transi�ons and setups”, it was taught by Bob
Valen�ne. I had been blacksmithing as an amateur for about 3 years at that point. Bob Menard told me this class
would help me take my smithing to the next level, and reminded me that the scholarship program would cover the
majority of the cost.

I started as a smith watching You Tube videos, and then built a small coal forge in my garage. I used it for a summer, in
the evenings a�er work and on weekends. I soon built a propane forge and didn’t use coal again. Unless I was taking a
class somewhere, and I always tried to get some �me in the green coal tent at NEB meets. O�en with some cranky old
smith telling me I was doing it wrong.
He was right, but I didn’t realize it at the �me. A�er all, when I used a coal forge, it got hot when I cranked it or turned
the blower up. I may burn a piece here or there, but that’s just life as a blacksmith, right?
My class at the folk school was a ﬁve day, 8 hour a day class, using a hand cranked coal forge. There was only one
other student. You couldn’t ask for be�er, more personal instruc�on than I got; not unless you get to intern or
appren�ce somewhere.
The ﬁrst day of the class I did alright and kept up, but I struggled with the ﬁre. By the middle of the second day, I had
burned several pieces and was ge�ng frustrated, and �red. My usual go to plan of “crank the blower faster” meant I
was exhausted, and I wasn’t learning much since I kept having to start over. Mr. Valen�ne took the �me to go over
the ﬁner details of coal ﬁre management with me, and by the morning of day three I had the ﬁre under control. Now I
could focus on the actual class material because I had a clean, hot ﬁre to go to every �me.
The class ran un�l Friday. On Saturday there was a tool making day, where the experienced smiths and instructors had
been invited to make tools. Those 9 teaching sta�ons all need punches, fullers, and other tools. I had the opportunity
to stay that Saturday and make tools with them. The skills I learned all week paid oﬀ in spades as I was able to keep a
hot, clean ﬁre all day and was able to forge weld with ease.
This class did live up to my expecta�on as something that took my skills to the next level. In addi�on to everything I
learned about swinging a hammer, I learned how to control a coal ﬁre. and what I learned on that topic is as valuable
as anything else I learned that weekend.
First, let’s talk about how I used to manage my ﬁre. I thought I was doing decent on this topic, but that’s mainly
because I was using a coal ﬁre for short periods. I would get home from work around 6, ﬁre up the forge, and if I was
lucky I got two solid hours in before it was late.
I would clean out my forge and look for good pieces of coke. Then I would take some wood shavings and kindling, light
it, and add the coke around it. Once the ﬂames are going well I’ll turn up the blower and a�er a minute or two of that
I would start to put my remaining coke around the edge of the ﬁre, and begin moving raw coal to the edge and
turning it into coke.
Summer 2018
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Coal Fire Management con�nued,
I’ll pull my piece out, hammer away for a bit, then slide it right back where it was. Wait a minute or two, maybe take
a sip of water while my electric blower does the work, and then pull the piece out. As the ﬁre burns I’ll keep adding
coal to the edges and bringing coke into the ﬁre itself, but otherwise I’m not doing much maintenance. Maybe every
once in a while I’ll look for clinkers or use the ash dump. A�er an hour or so of this, my ﬁre isn’t doing great. I’m lucky
if I get a dull red heat every �me I pull the piece out. If I want it ho�er, I have to jab it down deeper into the ﬁre in‐
stead of laying it ﬂat. This sure does get them ho�er; this is when they might start to burn. Maybe I crank up the
blower higher, but this too begins to diminish in returns. I’m not ge�ng the big clean clumps of coke I used to, and
some�mes it’s even a struggle to get the ﬁre to grow.
But, it’s now ge�ng late, so it doesn’t ma�er. I turn everything oﬀ, stop forging, and do other things while I wait to
ensure it’s all safe and cold before I call it a night. The next �me, I go through the same process of cleaning up. The
big chunks of clinker at the bo�om are easy to ﬁnd. My ﬁre burns well for a while, but by the end of my forging ses‐
sion it’s back to the same dull, smoky, dirty ﬁre.
That’s not how I manage my ﬁre anymore. Before we talk about the right way to do it, let’s ﬁgure out what’s going
on when we do it the wrong way.
When we put a piece in the ﬁre, we want a clean, hot heat. The ideal would be something akin to a Bunsen burner in
a laboratory; a pure ﬂame with no byproducts or contamina�on. And we CAN get something like that out of our dirty
chunks of coal. In the beginning of the ﬁre, those big pieces of coke I put in to get it started, they burn pre�y clean
and hot. As I start to bring in more coal and turn it into coke, that starts to change. Two factors are happening. First,
the coke and coal is breaking down into smaller pieces. These smaller pieces fall down and pack themselves together
more �ghtly than bigger pieces do, so they slowly start to block airﬂow from your tuyere. Second, as I bring in more
coal and it turns to coke, I’m also genera�ng slag and clinker.
In small quan��es, this stuﬀ isn’t too big a deal. It’s not great, but it’s one of those unavoidable byproducts of burn‐
ing coal. When that raw coal starts to emit blue and green sulfurish smoke, it’s also emi�ng hot pieces of solid con‐
taminants into the ﬁre as well. They trickle to the bo�om and stay hot, and they somehow ﬁnd each other. Just like
the small pieces of coke do, these ever growing chunks of slag block the airﬂow. Even worse, they contaminate it.
The clinker literally sucks the heat out of your ﬁre, so even though you may add more fuel and crank the air more,
you don’t see the same heat you used to. Your piece builds up more scale and takes more work to clean up when
you’re done. Not to men�on how much harder it is to forge when the iron doesn’t get hot!
Those big pieces of clinker might be easy to ﬁnd, but that’s the only upside. In reality they are a sign that the ﬁre isn’t
being cleaned or managed well enough. Take a look at some of the behemoths we ﬁnd at green coal during a meet;
they didn’t magically appear a�er a single shovelful of coal. Small bits of slag began to fall down and congeal togeth‐
er over �me, leading to a solid plug of glass at the bo�om of the ﬁrepot. No wonder the ﬁre burns be�er when that
stuﬀ is taken out.
Summer 2018
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Coal Fire Management con�nued,
What did I do diﬀerently, and what did I learn?
The ﬁre needs maintenance every heat. Normally this is as simple as ﬂuﬃng it up a li�le before returning your piece
to the heat. Reach into the bo�om of the ﬁre pot with the poker and, with a li�ing mo�on, pull the ﬁre up and let the
pieces re se�le. Then slide your piece in, horizontally, and let it heat back up.
The ideal speed to turn your hand crank is between 30 and 60 rpm. It doesn’t take much eﬀort, and if it does seem to
require a strong stream of air to keep your ﬁre hot, then it’s �me for more cleaning.
As your ﬁre burns, every 3rd or 4th heat you should twist the clinker breaker a few �mes and open the ash dump as
many �mes as needed un�l it comes clean. This may result in hot embers and even unburned fuel to spill out, but it’s
also dumping out all of those small pieces of clinker you can’t see yet.
To add fuel, start by adding raw coal to the edges of the ﬁre. If your forge allows it, the base of the chimney is a great
spot. The hot air from the ﬁre will blow over the raw coal, turning it to coke faster.
Raw coal is small, black, and shiny. When you begin to heat it, it’ll smoke up and turn to coke. Coke is puﬀy and light‐
weight, and burns without smoke. As the ﬁre consumes fuel, you need a steady ﬂow of new fuel. That means you will
be adding raw coal to the edge, moving coke into the ﬁre, and emptying the ashes out regularly.
This is another reason not to add any more air than you need, because the more fuel you burn the more you have to
add.
If you are proac�ve about maintaining your ﬁre, you will ﬁx problems before they become no�ceable. You will ﬁnd
that it only takes a li�le airﬂow to keep things white hot, and you aren’t ge�ng as much scale as you used to.
Once you are comfortable with the basics of ﬁre management, here are a few other things I learned. First and fore‐
most is the importance of keeping things ﬂat in the ﬁre. Make sure if you are working on a piece like a hook or a leaf,
that the thin part is up out of the ﬁre.
You can take this a step further, too. Now that you’ve got this clean, consistent ﬁre, you can control the heat in your
metal much more.
To get an even heat, be pa�ent and let the piece soak in the ﬁre. Let’s say you’ve got a small ﬁre, which creates a
small heat, but you want to work a larger sec�on of the piece. If you stop adding air to the ﬁre and let it sit for a mi‐
nute in the hot coals, that large heat will spread out, and try to equalize itself. For bending this is invaluable; you can
heat up the sec�on you want to just shy of yellow, then stop the blower and just step back for a few seconds. The
piece won’t burn, and instead you’ll end up with a very even orange heat that bends smoothly.
Another great �p to prevent overhea�ng a piece. You need fuel on both sides of the piece to burn it. If you bury your
metal in the coals and crank away, that’s risky! So for a small piece, use your poker and scrape coals away so there is
nothing on top of your piece. Let the metal sit atop the coals, and it’s just about impossible to overheat it.
Summer 2018
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Coal Fire Management con�nued,
The most advanced use of your ﬁre comes when you want to forge weld. Forge welding requires that the smith con‐
trol both the heat and the atmosphere of the ﬁre within pre�y �ght guidelines, and doing it on two separate pieces.
So far I have covered controlling the heat, so let’s talk a li�le more about atmosphere. The coal needs oxygen to
burn, but too much oxygen joins with our steel and creates scale. But if we stop adding air, then the ﬁre stops ge�ng
ho�er, so how do we control that?
More fuel is the answer, ideally in a deeper ﬁre. When I forge weld, I start by ge�ng a good clean ﬁre going, and I
create a depression or hollow. I want to be able to see the piece as it heats up. I also want all the hot fuel underneath
my work to consume all of the oxygen before it can get to the steel.
Since it’s impossible to create a 100% oxygen free environment, you’ll s�ll get scale on your work. The secret to
ge�ng easy forge welds is watch your piece un�l it heats up enough, pull it out and brush it, ﬂux it, then put it back in
immediately and stop adding air. There will be enough residual heat le� in the ﬁre, and the piece will be so close to
forge welding temperatures that you probably won’t have to crank at all, and it will heat back up in a few seconds.
How do you know if it’s hot enough? There are three ways I determine if I’m at forge welding temperature. The most
diﬃcult in a coal ﬁre, is to watch the surface of the metal. When you reach the right temperature the steel becomes
wet and glossy looking. This is much easier to do in a propane forge. In a coal forge, it’s easier to look for the right
color. It just so happens, hot burning coke is the right color! So once your piece disappears into the ﬁre and you can’t
tell the diﬀerence between the hot steel and the burning fuel, you’re very close to the right temperature. And ﬁnally,
as soon as you start to see sparks, you’re at the upper end of the forge welding temps. You can forge weld metal that
has just started to spark, that’s just barely white hot, but it’s a sign that you went a li�le past the ideal heat.
If you have good control over your ﬁre, you don’t even need ﬂux. Flux simply keeps scale from building up on the
piece while it’s heated, and I’ve been able to forge weld without ﬂux using the technique I described above. Get the
steel up to temperature, brush oﬀ the scale, and put it back in a ﬁre with no airﬂow and things tend to s�ck!
The tools we use as smiths are all full of extra capabili�es, and require skill and experience to learn how to use. The
way I use my anvil now is very diﬀerent than it was when I started out. The ﬁre is just as subtle and complex a tool,
and the be�er you can manage it, the be�er oﬀ you’ll be. The coal ﬁre may take more skill than a propane ﬁre, but in
exchange you get more control over the size and temperature of your ﬁre. Propane forges have a hot zone of a spe‐
ciﬁc size and generally uniform temperature. A coal forge allows you to vary the size and heat which makes it ﬂexible.
I can create small red heats for bending, or heat a large and irregularly shaped object which would never ﬁt through
the doors of any prac�cal propane forge.
The biggest hurdle for me was remembering how dynamic a coal ﬁre is. A propane forge is set and forget; as long as
you have pressure le� in the tank, the ﬁre burns the same way the whole �me. A coal ﬁre is changing every minute,
and you as the smith have direct control over every single variable. Don’t leave it to chance; decide what you want
from the ﬁre.
Summer 2018
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FABA ORAL HISTORY PROJECT
You might not know or remember that FABA has a Channel on YouTube:
www.youtube.com/channel/UCVgTRwi-7SQoWoXiCzQ52LA (Search for Florida Artist Blacksmith Assn.)
I will be available to conduct and/or record 30-40 minute interviews at the FABA Annual Conference in Ocala.
Contact me at editor@blacksmithing.org or 813-406-3743 to arrange an interview or to borrow FABA’s video
camera to record your own interview. – David Reddy
The FABA Oral History Project is based on The Library of Congress, American Folklife Center’s, Veteran’s History
Project/Story Corps concept http://www.loc.gov/vets/ It’s objective is “to collect, preserve and make available the
personal accounts” of people significant to the history of FABA. This group is far larger than those who started
FABA. It includes all those who have dedicated themselves to building and maintaining the group as well.
Participation is simple. If you built a blacksmith shop or coordinated a region, served as an officer or volunteered as
a blacksmith, sit down and record a 30-40 minute conversation about your experience. Interviewers may be from
FABA or family members or friends.
INTERVIEWERS: Follow the Library of Congress’ suggestions below to prepare for and conduct the interview.
Then be sure to copy and complete the REQUIRED RELEASES (on blacksmithing.org) and submit them, along with
your recording, to project coordinator David Reddy.

Prepare for the Interview
1.

Prepare questions before the interview; write them down. A list of suggested questions is
on the next page. They’re just suggestions. You know the person. Ask your questions.

o Conduct a pre-interview, if possible.
2.

Use the highest quality video or audio recorder and microphone(s) you can.

o

Use external microphones

o

Do not use extended time speeds on recorders

3.

Become familiar with your recording equipment and test it before you begin the interview.

4.

Interview in a quiet, well-lit room and avoid noise from:

o

Fluorescent lights

o

chiming clocks

o

heating and cooling systems

o

ringing telephones and televisions

o

other conversations

5.

Be sure the questions and answers are recorded.

6.

On video interviews:

7.

o

Mount the camera on a tripod

o

Position the camera a few feet from your interviewee

o

Focus on the interviewee's face, upper body, and hands

o

Avoid using the zoom feature

On audio interviews:

(Georgia Mountain Fair ended last eve. So recovering from

nine days of demonstrating and hopefully entertaining the
FAIR goers. Title given for pic. Geezer at the Brazer
Picture was also used on this year's fair information
pamphlet . I like to think that they were celebrating my 30
years with the GMF but, alas, only a coincidence.
- Harland Fischer)

o

Use an external microphone

o

Position the microphone 9 inches from the interviewee.

o

Use a microphone stand

o

Be sure the tape has started recording before you start speaking!

FABA ORAL HISTORY PROJECT
Conducting the Interview
8.

State at the beginning of the interview:

o

Date and place of the interview

o

Name of the person being interviewed

o

Interviewee's birth date

o

Names of the people attending the interview (including the interviewer and camera operators)

o

The organization you're working with, if any
For example: Today is Friday, June 7, 2003 and we are interviewing John Smith at his home. Mr. Smith is
78 years old, having been born on November 23, 1923. My name is Jane Doe and I'll be the interviewer.
John Smith is my uncle. He is my mother's brother.

9.

Keep the tape recorder or video camera running throughout the interview, unless you are asked to
turn it off by the interviewee. Never record secretly.

Suggested Questions
Relax. You’re going to do a great job. These are suggested questions, here to help you out,
not a checklist.
FEWER QUESTIONS IS BETTER! LET THE PERSON TALK.
Think about the person you’re interviewing and what he or she has already talked about. Try to ask easy
questions to begin with and let them get comfortable. The more the person talks in a narrative the better,
so be patient. You can ask questions to fill in at the end.

BACKGROUND:
● How and when and where and who got you into blacksmithing?
● Who had the most influence on you becoming a blacksmith?
● Were any of your relatives blacksmiths?
● Did you have one teacher or did you take classes?
● First shop? First Anvil?
● Did you ever make a living as a blacksmith?
● TELL ME A STORY ABOUT _____

FABA/BLACKSMITHING IN FL/ABANA:
● How did you get involved with FABA / blacksmithing in Florida?
● What was FABA like when you first got involved?
● How has FABA changed?
● Wishes for FABA?
● Have you been involved with ABANA?
● TELL ME A STORY ABOUT _____

MORE STORY REQUESTS:
● What was the first thing you made or the first thing you made that came out just right?
● What is your favorite thing to make?
● What was the craziest/strangest thing you ever made?
● What question should I have asked you?
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FABA Membership Application:

Membership begins when your application and $25 membership fee is received.
Membership is per family and lasts one year. Use your credit card to join or renew your FABA Membership via Paypal by going
to: blacksmithing.org/membership/join/ and clicking through the Paypal button. You do not need to have a Paypal account to
use this feature. OR send the below application and your check to “FABA” for $25 to: Kirk Sullens
Name _______________________________________________________
Family Members ______________________________________________

FABA Treasurer
18848 US Hwy 441, #180
Mount Dora, FL 32757

Address _______________________________________________ City ________________________ ST ____ Zip _________
Phone ___________________ Cell ____________________ Email ________________________________________________
Date ____________ New ____ Renewal ____ I want B&W Newsletter by Mail ____

OR Color Newsletter by Email____

Any fees incurred by returned checks will be passed back to the member.

